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A relativistic neutral scalar field is investigated in non-equilibrium thermo field dynam-
ics. The canonical quantization is applied to the fields out of equilibrium. Because the
thermal Bogoliubov transformation becomes time-dependent, the equations of motion for
the ordinary unperturbed creation and annihilation operators are modified. This forces us
to introduce a thermal counter term in the interaction Hamiltonian which generates addi-
tional radiative corrections. Imposing the self-consistency renormalization condition on the
total radiative corrections, we obtain the quantum Boltzmann equation for the relativistic
scalar field.
§1. Introduction
A scattering process is described by a relativistic quantum field theory at high
energy. The quantum field theory has to be extended to study an out of equilib-
rium system for a relativistic field. There are several formalisms to introduce a
thermal property in the quantum field theory, for example, thermo field dynamics,
closed time path formalism and Langevin equation.1)–3) The thermo field dynamics
(TFD) is a real time formalism based on the canonical quantization.4)–7) In TFD the
thermal Bogoliubov transformation is introduced with particle number density and
the thermal Bogoliubov transformed oscillator defines the so-called thermal vacuum
state. The thermal average of a dynamical operator is represented as an expectation
value in the thermal vacuum state.
Much attention has been paid to generalize it for an out of equilibrium system
and derive the time evolution equation for a particle number distribution. The
non-equilibrium thermo field dynamics (NETFD) is constructed by extending the
thermal Bogoliubov transformation in Ref. 8). The Boltzmann-like equation for a
non-relativistic particle is found by the time evolution equation for the expectation
value of the particle number operator with perturbed oscillators in Ref. 9).
In NETFD the thermal counter term is introduced from the consistency of the
time evolution for an ordinary oscillator and the thermal Bogoliubov transformed
one.10)–12) The Boltzmann equation is derived from the self-consistency renormal-
ization condition which is imposed on the quantum corrections with the thermal
counter term.13), 14) The method was extended to an inhomogeneous system with
typeset using PTPTEX.cls 〈Ver.0.9〉
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diffusion.15), 16) Recently NETFD is applied to evaluate the Bose-Einstein conden-
sation in trapped cold atom systems.17)–20)
NETFD for a relativistic field is necessary to study the thermalization process
of quarks and gluons in ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions. An out of equilibrium
system for a relativistic field is also essential in critical phenomena at early universe.
Several works have been done for a relativistic field in NETFD.21), 22) However, the
canonical formalism of NETFD has not been fully established for a relativistic field
yet. Thus we have launched our plan to make a systematic study of the canonical
quantization in NETFD based on the thermal Bogoliubov transformation.
In this paper we focus on a relativistic neutral scalar field and investigate the
canonical quantization in a homogeneous system. In §2 we briefly review TFD for a
scalar field. The thermal Bogoliubov transformation is made time-dependent for an
out of equilibrium system in NETFD, in accordance with time-dependent particle
number distribution. In §3 we discuss how to decompose the neutral scalar field. In
§4 the scalar field is quantized in the canonical formalism. We introduce the thermal
counter term and calculate the scalar propagator. The self-consistency condition is
introduced from the structure of the scalar propagator. The time evolution equation
is obtained from the self-consistency renormalization condition. In §5 it is confirmed
that the self-consistency condition implies the correspondence between the thermal
Bogoliubov parameter and the particle number density, given by an expectation of
the Heisenberg number density operator. We impose the condition on the neutral
scalar field with self-interactions. Concluding remarks are given in §6.
§2. Non-equilibrium thermo field dynamics
There are several real time formalisms to introduce thermal dynamics in a quan-
tum field theory. TFD is one of the real time formalisms based on the canonical
quantization. In TFD the statistical average of an observable quantity is repre-
sented as an expectation value of the observable operator under a pure state called
thermal vacuum. The ordinary oscillator operators, after each degree of freedom is
doubled as below, are related to new oscillator ones through a Bogoliubov transfor-
mation whose annihilation operator annihilates the thermal vacuum. The thermal
Bogoliubov transformation is made time-dependent to deal with a non-equilibrium
state in NETFD. In this section we briefly review the framework of NETFD.
In TFD the thermal degree of freedom is introduced by doubling the Fock space
which is spanned by ordinary annihilation, creation operators, (a a†), and tilde ones,
(a˜ a˜†). For a bosonic field the operators satisfy the commutation relations,
[ap, a
†
k] = (2pi)
3δ(3)(p − k), (2.1)
[a˜p, a˜
†
k] = (2pi)
3δ(3)(p − k), (2.2)
[ap, a˜
†
k] = 0, [ap, a˜k] = 0. (2
.3)
We define the tilde conjugation rules by
(A1A2)
∼ = A˜1A˜2, (2.4)
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(c1A1 + c2A2)
∼ = c∗1A˜1 + c
∗
2A˜2, (2.5)
(A˜)∼ = A, (2.6)
where A1 and A2 mean any operators, and c1 and c2 are c-numbers.
Time evolution for the tilde operator is generated by the tilde conjugate of a usual
Hamiltonian. The tilde-Hamiltonian, H˜, is constructed only from the tilde-operators.
The time evolution of whole a physical system is described by a hat-Hamiltonian,
Hˆ ≡ H − H˜. (2.7)
To develop the canonical quantization in NETFD it is more convenient to rewrite
the annihilation and creation operators by the transformation called the time-dependent
thermal Bogoliubov transformation,
ξαp (t) = B(np(t))
αβaβp (t), (2.8)
ξ¯αp (t) = a¯
β
p (t)B
−1(np(t))
βα, (2.9)
where the upper indices, α and β, represent the thermal doublets,
aαp =
(
ap
a˜
†
p
)
, a¯αp =
(
a
†
p −a˜p
)
, (2.10)
ξαp =
(
ξp
ξ˜
†
p
)
, ξ¯αp =
(
ξ
†
p −ξ˜p
)
. (2.11)
The thermal Bogoliubov matrices, B and B−1, are chosen as
B(np(t)) =
(
1 + np(t) −np(t)
−1 1
)
, (2.12)
B−1(np(t)) =
(
1 np(t)
1 1 + np(t)
)
, (2.13)
so that the Dyson-Wick formalism can be used.23) Since we work in the interaction
picture, the operators, ξp(t) and ap(t), depend on time. In a particular case of
equilibrium, the Bogoliubov parameter np is time-independent and is taken to be
the Bose-Einstein distribution. The time dependence of the transformed oscillators
is given by
ξαp (tx) = ξ
α
p e
−iωptx , (2.14)
ξ¯αp (tx) = ξ¯
α
p e
iωptx , (2.15)
where ωp describes the on-shell energy for the scalar field, ωp =
√
p2 +m2. Though
the energy, ωp, is not always time-independent, we confine ourselves to a system
with a time-independent ωp, for simplicity. It should be noted that non-trivial time
dependence is induced for the oscillators, ap and a¯p, through the time-dependent Bo-
goliubov parameter with momentum index, np(t). For a homogeneous and isotropic
system which we assume in our practical calculations below, np(t) is a function of
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the time and the magnitude of the momentum. As will be seen in §5, the correspon-
dence between np(t) and the particle number density, given by an expectation of
the Heisenberg number density operator, is shown by imposing the self-consistency
renormalization condition for a non-relativistic system.4), 13), 14)
The thermal vacuum is defined by
ξp|θ〉 = ξ˜p|θ〉 = 0, (2.16)
〈θ|ξ†p = 〈θ|ξ˜†p = 0. (2.17)
The thermal vacuum state is invariant under the tilde conjugation, (|θ〉)∼ = |θ〉, and
(〈θ|)∼ = 〈θ|. After we perform the thermal Bogoliubov transformations (2.8) and
(2.9) on the oscillators, ξ and ξ˜, Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) are rewritten as
(1 + np(t))ap(t)|θ〉 = np(t)a˜†p(t)|θ〉, (2.18)
np(t)a
†
p(t)|θ〉 = (1 + np(t))a˜p(t)|θ〉, (2.19)
〈θ|ap(t) = 〈θ|a˜†p(t), (2.20)
〈θ|a†p(t) = 〈θ|a˜p(t). (2.21)
Note that the thermal bra and ket vacua are not symmetric due to the choice of
the thermal Bogoliubov matrices in Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13). From Eqs. (2.20) and
(2.21) we can show that the interaction hat-Hamiltonian, Hˆint, satisfies the following
condition,4)
〈θ|Hˆint = 0, (2.22)
(but Hˆint|θ〉 6= 0), which enables us to use the Dyson-Wick formalism. As is known,
the Bogoliubov transformation keeps the commutation relations. Thus the trans-
formed operators, ξ and ξ˜, satisfy the commutation relations.
[ξp, ξ
†
k] = (2pi)
3δ(3)(p− k), (2.23)
[ξ˜p, ξ˜
†
k] = (2pi)
3δ(3)(p− k), (2.24)
[ξp, ξ˜
†
k] = 0, [ξp, ξ˜k] = 0. (2
.25)
A scalar field is quantized under these commutation relations. It should be noticed
that physical observables are constructed by the original operators, a and a†. We
would like to evaluate the expectation value for such operators under the thermal
vacuum, |θ〉.
§3. Relativistic neutral scalar field in NETFD
In the previous section we have introduced the bosonic operators, ap and ξp.
A scalar field can be represented by either of these operators. Since the thermal
Bogoliubov transformation does not depend on the time variable in equilibrium, the
time dependence of both the operators is described by the same Hamiltonian in the
interaction picture. On the other hand, the time-dependent Bogoliubov transfor-
mation induces a discrepancy between the time evolution for ap and ξp in NETFD.
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We introduce a decomposition of the scalar field in terms of the operator ap in a
consistent manner.
A neutral scalar field can be represented by the operators, ξp and ξ¯p, in the
interaction picture,
φαξ (x) ≡
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
1√
2ωp
(ξαp (tx)e
ip·x + (τ3ξ¯p(tx)
T )αe−ip·x), (3.1)
φ¯αξ (x) ≡
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
1√
2ωp
(ξ¯αp (tx)e
−ip·x + (ξp(tx)
T τ3)
αeip·x), (3.2)
where τ3 is the third Pauli matrix acting on thermal indices. The canonical conju-
gates for the fields, φξ and φ¯ξ, are given by
piαξ (x) ≡ (−i)
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
√
ωp
2
(ξαp (tx)e
ip·x − (τ3ξ¯p(tx)T )αe−ip·x), (3.3)
p¯iαξ (x) ≡ (−i)
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
√
ωp
2
(−ξ¯αp (tx)e−ip·x + (ξp(tx)T τ3)αeip·x). (3.4)
These fields satisfy the canonical commutation relations at the equal time,
[φαξ (t,x), pi
β
ξ (t,y)] = iδ
(3)(x− y)ταβ3 , (3.5)
[φ¯αξ (t,x), pi
β
ξ (t,y)] = iδ
(3)(x− y)δαβ . (3.6)
It is straightforward to quantize the scalar fields, φξ and φ¯ξ, under the thermal
vacuum in a canonical formalism. However, a canonical formalism is necessary for a
scalar field written by the operators a and a¯ in order to evaluate physical observables.
The time dependence of the operators, ap and a¯p, can be fixed by the time
evolution equations for the operators, ξp and ξ¯p. Differentiating Eqs. (2.14) and
(2.15) with respect to the time variable, we obtain the time evolution equations for
the operators, ξp and ξ¯p,
∂txξ
α
p (tx) = −iωpξαp (tx), (3.7)
∂tx ξ¯
α
p (tx) = iωpξ¯
α
p (tx). (3.8)
Applying the thermal Bogoliubov transformation (2.8) for the operator ξ in Eq. (3.7),
we obtain a time evolution equation for the operator, a,
∂txa
α
p (tx) = −i(ωp − in˙p(tx)T0)αβaβp (tx), (3.9)
where the matrix, T0, is
T0 =
(
1 −1
1 −1
)
. (3.10)
We note that T0
2 = 0. From Eq. (3.9) it is found that the energy eigenvalue for the
operator, a, relies on the time derivative of the thermal Bogoliubov parameter and
written as
Ωαβp (tx) ≡ ωpδαβ − in˙p(tx)Tαβ0 . (3.11)
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Hence we write the time evolution for the positive frequency part of the scalar field
as
aαp (tx) = exp
{
−i
∫ tx
−∞
dtsΩp(ts)
}αβ
aβp . (3.12)
We obtain the differential equation for the operator, a¯, by the thermal Bogoliubov
transformation (2.9) for Eq. (3.8),
∂tx a¯
α
p (tx) = a¯
β
p (tx)i(ωp − in˙p(tx)T0)βα. (3.13)
The time dependence for the negative frequency part of the scalar field is represented
as
a¯αp (tx) = a¯
β
p exp
{
i
∫ tx
−∞
dtsΩp(ts)
}βα
. (3.14)
The positive and negative frequency parts rely on the same energy eigenvalue.
Both the operators, ap and a¯p are organized into the positive and negative fre-
quency parts of neutral scalar fields,
φαa (x) ≡
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
1√
2ωp
{
aαp (tx)e
ip·x + (τ3a¯p(tx)
T )α e−ip·x
}
, (3.15)
φ¯αa (x) ≡
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
1√
2ωp
{
a¯αp (tx)e
−ip·x + (ap(tx)
T τ3)
αeip·x
}
. (3.16)
Due to the non-Hermiticity of Eqs. (3.12) and (3.14), the neutral scalar fields (3.15)
and (3.16) are not invariant under the time-reversal transformation. The canonical
conjugate fields, piαa and p¯i
α
a , are decomposed into
piαa (x) ≡ (−i)
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
√
ωp
2
{
aαp (tx) e
ip·x − (τ3a¯p(tx)T )α e−ip·x
}
, (3.17)
p¯iαa (x) ≡ (−i)
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
√
ωp
2
{−a¯αp (tx)e−ip·x + (ap(tx)T τ3)αeip·x} . (3.18)
Using the commutation relations (2.3), we calculate the equal-time commutation
relations for φa and pia and get
[φαa (t,x), pi
β
a (t,y)] = iδ
(3)(x− y)ταβ3 , (3.19)
[φ¯αa (t,x), pi
β
a (t,y)] = iδ
(3)(x− y)δαβ . (3.20)
Thus we obtain a decomposition for the scalar field by the operators a and a¯ with
an ordinary canonical commutation relations.
We construct the Hamiltonian, HˆQ, which describes the time evolution of the
field, φa. The equations of motion for the fields, φa and pia, are derived from
Eqs. (3.12) and (3.14),(
1 + i
n˙|∇x|(tx)
ωˆ∇x
T0
)αβ
∂txφ
β
a(x) = pi
α
a (x), (3.21)
∂txpi
α
a (x) = −
(
1− i n˙|∇x|(tx)
ωˆ∇x
T0
)αβ
(−∇2x +m2)φβa(x), (3.22)
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where we make the definition, ωˆ∇x ≡
√
−∇2x +m2. Thus the Hamiltonian, HˆQ, is
found to be
HˆQ =
∫
d3x
[
1
2
p¯iαa (x)
(
1− i n˙|∇x|(tx)
ωˆ∇x
T0
)αβ
piβa (x)
+
1
2
φ¯αa (x)
(
1− i n˙|∇x|(tx)
ωˆ∇x
T0
)αβ
(−∇2x +m2)φβa(x)
]
. (3.23)
The equations of motion (3.21) and (3.22) are reproduced from this Hamiltonian.
§4. Self-consistency renormalization condition
In the previous section the Hamiltonian, HˆQ, is obtained from the equation of
motion for the neutral scalar field, φa. Here we regard the Hamiltonian, HˆQ, as the
unperturbed part and adopt the perturbation theory. In the thermal doublet nota-
tion the quantum field theory for a neutral scalar field is defined by the Hamiltonian,
Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Hˆint, (4.1)
where Hˆ0 and Hˆint represent the free and interaction part of the hat-Hamiltonian
for neutral scalar field, respectively. The free hat-Hamiltonian is written as
Hˆ0 =
∫
d3x
[
1
2
p¯iαa (x)pi
α
a (x) +
1
2
φ¯αa (x)(−∇2x +m2)φαa (x)
]
. (4.2)
The unperturbed hat-Hamiltonian, HˆQ, is given from Eq. (3.23) by
HˆQ = Hˆ0 − Qˆ, (4.3)
where Qˆ is called the thermal counter term and is found to be
Qˆ =
∫
d3x
[
1
2
p¯iαa (x)i
n˙|∇x|(tx)
ωˆ∇x
T
αβ
0 pi
β
a (x)
+
1
2
φ¯αa (x)i
n˙|∇x|(tx)
ωˆ∇x
T
αβ
0 (−∇2x +m2)φβa(x)
]
. (4.4)
So the interaction hat-Hamiltonian in NETFD, denoted by HˆI , is not Hˆint but has
to include the counter term,
HˆI = Hˆint + Qˆ, (4.5)
and the total Hamiltonian is rewritten as
Hˆ = HˆQ + HˆI . (4.6)
Below we develop the perturbation theory in NETFD with respect to the unper-
turbed Hamiltonian, HˆQ, and the interaction Hamiltonian, HˆI .
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According to the Dyson-Wick formalism, we evaluate a quantum correlation
function. Thus the scalar propagator is given by
D
αβ
H (tx, ty,x− y) = 〈θ|T [φαa (x)φ¯βa(y)u(∞,−∞)]|θ〉, (4.7)
where T denotes time-ordering and the operator u(t, t′) is given by
u(t, t′) = exp
(
−i
∫ t
t′
dtsHˆI(ts)
)
. (4.8)
Below we drop the momentum label, p, in the propagator and the scalar field for
simplicity. From (2.22) the thermal bra vacuum is invariant under the time evolution,
〈θ|u(t, t′) = 〈θ|.
The propagator (4.7) is rewritten in terms of the transformed operators, ξ and
ξ¯,
D
αβ
H (tx, ty,x− y)
= B−1(n|∇x|(tx))
αγ1
[
θ(tx − ty)〈θ|φγ1ξ,+(x)u(tx, ty)φ¯γ2ξ,−(y)u(ty,−∞)|θ〉
+ θ(ty − tx)〈θ|φ¯γ2ξ,−(y)u(ty, tx)φγ1ξ,+(x)u(tx,−∞)|θ〉
]
B(n
|
←−
∇y |
(ty))
γ2β
+B−1(n|∇x|(tx))
αγ1
[
θ(tx − ty)〈θ|φγ1ξ,+(x)u(tx, ty){φ¯ξ,+(y)τ3}γ2u(ty,−∞)|θ〉
+ θ(ty − tx)〈θ|{φ¯ξ,+(y)τ3}γ2u(ty, tx)φγ1ξ,+(x)u(tx,−∞)|θ〉
]
{B−1(n
|
←−
∇y |
(ty))
T τ3}γ2β
+{τ3B(n|∇x|(tx))T }αγ1
[
θ(tx − ty)〈θ|{τ3φξ,−(x)}γ1u(tx, ty)φ¯γ2ξ,−(y)u(ty,−∞)|θ〉
+ θ(ty − tx)〈θ|φ¯γ2ξ,−(y)u(ty, tx){τ3φξ,−(x)}γ1u(tx,−∞)|θ〉
]
B(n
|
←−
∇y |
(ty))
γ2β
+{τ3B(n|∇x|(tx))T }αγ1
[
θ(tx − ty)〈θ|{τ3φξ,−(x)}γ1u(tx, ty){φ¯ξ,+(y)τ3}γ2u(ty,−∞)|θ〉
+ θ(ty − tx)〈θ|{φ¯ξ,+(y)τ3}γ2u(ty, tx){τ3φξ,−(x)}γ1u(tx,−∞)|θ〉
]
× {B−1(n
|
←−
∇y |
(ty))
T τ3}γ2β, (4.9)
where the fields φξ,± and φ¯ξ,± show the positive and negative frequency parts, re-
spectively,
φαξ,+(x) =
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
1√
2ωp
ξαp e
−iωptxeip·x, (4.10)
φαξ,−(x) =
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
1√
2ωp
(τ3ξ¯
T
p )
αeiωptxe−ip·x, (4.11)
φ¯αξ,+(x) =
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
1√
2ωp
(ξTp τ3)
αe−iωptxeip·x, (4.12)
φ¯αξ,−(x) =
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
1√
2ωp
ξ¯αp e
iωptxe−ip·x. (4.13)
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From Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) it is found that the propagator (4.9) has the following
structure with respect to the thermal Bogoliubov matrices, B(np(tx)) and B(np(ty)),
D
αβ
H (tx, ty,x− y) = B−1(n|∇x|(tx))
(
d111 (x, y) d
12
1 (x, y)
0 d221 (x, y)
)
B(n
|
←−
∇y|
(ty))
+B−1(n|∇x|(tx))
(
d112 (x, y) d
12
2 (x, y)
d212 (x, y) 0
)
B−1(n
|
←−
∇y|
(ty))
T τ3
+τ3B(n|∇x|(tx))
T
(
0 d123 (x, y)
d213 (x, y) d
22
3 (x, y)
)
B(n
|
←−
∇y|
(ty))
+τ3B(n|∇x|(tx))
T
(
d114 (x, y) 0
d214 (x, y) d
22
4 (x, y)
)
B−1(n
|
←−
∇y|
(ty))
T τ3, (4.14)
where
d
γ1γ2
1 (x, y) = θ(tx − ty)〈θ|φγ1ξ,+(x)u(tx, ty)φ¯γ2ξ,−(y)u(ty,−∞)|θ〉
+ θ(ty − tx)〈θ|φ¯γ2ξ,−(y)u(ty, tx)φγ1ξ,+(x)u(tx,−∞)|θ〉, (4.15)
d
γ1γ2
2 (x, y) = θ(tx − ty)〈θ|φγ1ξ,+(x)u(tx, ty){φ¯ξ,+(y)τ3}γ2u(ty,−∞)|θ〉
+ θ(ty − tx)〈θ|{φ¯ξ,+(y)τ3}γ2u(ty, tx)φγ1ξ,+(x)u(tx,−∞)|θ〉, (4.16)
d
γ1γ2
3 (x, y) = θ(tx − ty)〈θ|{τ3φξ,−(x)}γ1u(tx, ty)φ¯γ2ξ,−(y)u(ty,−∞)|θ〉
+ θ(ty − tx)〈θ|φ¯γ2ξ,−(y)u(ty, tx){τ3φξ,−(x)}γ1u(tx,−∞)|θ〉, (4.17)
d
γ1γ2
4 (x, y) = θ(tx − ty)〈θ|{τ3φξ,−(x)}γ1u(tx, ty){φ¯ξ,+(y)τ3}γ2u(ty,−∞)|θ〉
+ θ(ty − tx)〈θ|{φ¯ξ,+(y)τ3}γ2u(ty, tx){τ3φξ,−(x)}γ1u(tx,−∞)|θ〉. (4.18)
Performing the thermal Bogoliubov transformations for Eq. (4.4), we rewrite the
thermal counter term Qˆ by the transformed operators, ξ and ξ¯,
Qˆ = −i
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
n˙p(tx)ξ˜
†
pξ
†
p. (4.19)
The thermal counter term satisfies 〈θ|Qˆ = 0. This condition is important, and
necessary to use the Feynman diagram procedure.4), 23)
The thermal counter term can be fixed by the renormalization condition. Since
Eq. (4.19) is proportional to ξ†ξ˜†, the thermal counter term appears in the inverse
propagator or the self energy, and modifies, at the leading order for the propagator,
only d121 and d
21
4 in Eqs. (4.15)-(4.18). Substituting Eq. (4.19) into Eq. (4.14), we
obtain
〈θ|T [φαa (x)φ¯βa(y)u(∞,−∞)]|θ〉 − 〈θ|T [φαa (x)φ¯βa(y)]|θ〉
=
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
1
2ωp
e−iωp·(tx−ty)eip·(x−y)
×
(
θ(tx − ty)
∫ ty
−∞
dtsn˙p(ts) + θ(ty − tx)
∫ tx
−∞
dtsn˙p(ts)
)
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×B−1(np(tx))
(
0 1
0 0
)
B(np(ty))
+
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
1
2ωp
eiωp·(tx−ty)e−ip·(x−y)
×
(
θ(tx − ty)
∫ ty
−∞
dtsn˙p(ts) + θ(ty − tx)
∫ tx
−∞
dtsn˙p(ts)
)
× τ3B(np(tx))T
(
0 0
1 0
)
B−1(np(ty))
T τ3. (4.20)
On the other hand, the quantum correction at the leading order is written in
2× 2 matrix form by using the free propagator, Dαβ0 , and the self-energy, Σγ1γ2 ,∫
d4z1d
4z2D
αγ1
0 (tx, tz1 ,x− z1)iΣγ1γ2(tz1 , tz2 ,z1 − z2)Dγ2β0 (tz2 , ty,z2 − y)
=
∫
d4z1d
4z2B
−1(n|∇x|(tx))
×
(
D110,R(x− z1)iΣR(tz1 , tz2 ,z1 − z2)D110,R(z2 − y) δΣB,1(x, z1, z2, y)
0 D220,R(x− z1)iΣA(tz1 , tz2 ,z1 − z2)D220,R(z2 − y)
)
×B(n
|
←−
∇y |
(ty))
+
∫
d4z1d
4z2B
−1(n|∇x|(tx))
×
(
δΣB,2(x, z1, z2, y) −D110,R(x− z1)iΣR(tz1 , tz2 ,z1 − z2)D220,A(z2 − y)
−D220,R(x− z1)iΣA(tz1 , tz2 ,z1 − z2)D110,A(z2 − y) 0
)
×B−1(n
|
←−
∇y|
(ty))
T τ3
+
∫
d4z1d
4z2τ3B(n|∇x|(tx))
T
×
(
0 −D110,A(x− z1)iΣA(tz1 , tz2 ,z1 − z2)D220,R(z2 − y)
−D220,A(x− z1)iΣR(tz1 , tz2 ,z1 − z2)D110,R(z2 − y) δΣB,3(x, z1, z2, y)
)
×B(n
|
←−
∇y |
(ty))
+
∫
d4z1d
4z2τ3B(n|∇x|(tx))
T
×
(
D110,A(x− z1)iΣA(tz1 , tz2 ,z1 − z2)D110,A(z2 − y) 0
δΣB,4(x, z1, z2, y) D
22
0,A(x− z1)iΣR(tz1 , tz2 ,z1 − z2)D220,A(z2 − y)
)
×B−1(n
|
←−
∇y|
(ty))
T τ3, (4.21)
with
δΣB,1(x, z1, z2, y)
= D110,R(x− z1)
{
iΣ12(tz1 , tz2 ,z1 − z2) + iΣR(tz1 , tz2 ,z1 − z2)n|←−∇z2 |(tz2)
−n|∇z1 |(tz1)iΣA(tz1 , tz2 ,z1 − z2)
}
D220,R(z2 − y), (4.22)
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δΣB,2(x, z1, z2, y)
= D110,R(x− z1)
{
iΣ11(tz1 , tz2 ,z1 − z2) + iΣR(tz1 − tz2 ,z1 − z2)n|←−∇z2 |(tz2)
+n|∇z1 |(tz1)iΣA(tz1 , tz2 ,z1 − z2)
}
D110,A(z2 − y), (4.23)
δΣB,3(x, z1, z2, y)
= −D220,A(x− z1)
{
iΣ22(tz1 , tz2 ,z1 − z2) + iΣR(tz1 , tz2 ,z1 − z2)n|←−∇z2 |(tz2)
+n|∇z1 |(tz1)iΣA(tz1 , tz2 ,z1 − z2)
}
D220,R(z2 − y), (4.24)
δΣB,4(x, z1, z2, y)
= D220,A(x− z1)
{
−iΣ21(tz1 , tz2 ,z1 − z2)− iΣR(tz1 , tz2 ,z1 − z2)n|←−∇z2 |(tz2)
+n|∇z1 |(tz1)iΣA(tz1 , tz2 ,z1 − z2)
}
D110,A(z2 − y). (4.25)
An explicit form for the free propagator is given in (A.3). The retarded and advanced
parts of the self-energy, ΣR and ΣA, are defined by
ΣR ≡ Σ11 +Σ12 = Σ21 +Σ22, ΣA ≡ Σ11 −Σ21 = Σ22 −Σ12. (4.26)
The first and last terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (4.21) have the same Bogoliubov
transformation structure as the first and last ones in the right-hand side of Eq. (4.20),
respectively. Below we identify Eqs. (4.20) and (4.21) as the thermal counter terms
and the contribution of quantum corrections, respectively.
H. Chu and H. Umezawa have proposed the self-consistency renormalization con-
dition to fix the thermal counter term. The condition imposes 〈θ|ξH,p(tx)ξ˜H,p(tx)|θ〉 =
0 at the equal time limit, tx → ty,24) where the subscript H denotes the Heisenberg
picture and whose implication will be seen at the top of the next section. The condi-
tion amounts to the vanishing off-diagonal elements, d121 and d
21
4 , in the limit.
∗) Due
to the tilde conjugation rules, both the equations give an equivalent condition. Thus
the self-consistency renormalization conditions reduce to a single equation. From
Eqs. (4.20) and Eq. (4.21) we obtain∫ tx
−∞
dts
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
1
2ωp
n˙p(ts)e
ip·(x−y)
+ lim
tx→ty
∫
d4z1d
4z2δΣB,1(x, z1, z2, y) = 0. (4.27)
In thermal equilibrium δΣB,1 and δΣB,4 vanish, so that these conditions are satis-
fied automatically. In NETFD Eq. (4.27) shows the time evolution for the thermal
Bogoliubov parameter, np(t).
∗) Substituting the fields (4.10)-(4.13) and taking the equal time limit, we obtain
lim
tx→ty
d
12
1 (x, y) = −
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
d3k
(2pi)3
1√
2ωp
1√
2ωk
e
ip·x
e
−ik·y〈θ|T [ξp(tx)ξ˜k(tx)u(∞,−∞)]|θ〉,
lim
tx→ty
d
21
4 (x, y) = −
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
d3k
(2pi)3
1√
2ωp
1√
2ωk
e
−ip·x
e
ik·y〈θ|T [ξ˜p(tx)ξk(tx)u(∞,−∞)]|θ〉.
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For a practical calculation in homogeneous NETFD it is more convenient to
employ the t-representation, while the spatial Fourier transformation is performed.
Differentiating Eq. (4.27) with respect to tx and performing the spatial Fourier trans-
formation, we obtain
n˙p(tx) = −2ωp∂tx
{
lim
tx→ty
∫
dtz1dtz2δΣB,1(tx, tz1 , tz2 , ty;p)
}
, (4.28)
where δΣB,1(tx, tz1 , tz2 , ty;p) is written by the propagator and the self-energy in the
t-representation,
δΣB,1(tx, tz1 , tz2 , ty;p) = D
11
0,R(tx − tz1 ;p)
{
iΣ12(tz1 , tz2 ,p)
+ np(tz2)iΣR(tz1 , tz2 ,p)− np(tz1)iΣA(tz1 , tz2 ,p)
}
D220,R(tz2 − ty;p). (4.29)
This equation corresponds to the quantum Boltzmann equation for a relativistic
neutral scalar field.
§5. Boltzmann equation for a neutral scalar field
The Heisenberg number density, nH,p(t), is defined by
(2pi)3δ(3)(p− k)nH,p(t) = 〈θ|a†H,p(t)aH,k(t)|θ〉. (5.1)
It is the self-consistency condition4), 13), 14) in the previous section that establishes
the correspondence between the thermal Bogoliubov parameter, np(t), and the above
particle number density, nH,p(t). We can confirm the correspondence as follows.
The interaction hat-Hamiltonian, HˆI , annihilates the bra vacuum (but not the ket
vacuum in general though),
〈θ|HˆI = 0, HˆI |θ〉 6= 0, (5.2)
according to the thermal state conditions Eqs. (2.18)-(2.21) and the specific form of
the thermal counter term Eq. (4.19). The ξ-operators in the Heisenberg picture are
defined by
ξαH,p(t) = B(np(t))
αβa
β
H,p(t), (5
.3)
ξ¯αH,p(t) = a¯
β
H,p(t)B
−1(np(t))
βα, (5.4)
with the Bogoliubov parameter np(t) (not nH,p(t)) and satisfy
〈θ|ξ†H,p(t) = 〈θ|ξ˜†H,p(t) = 0, ξH,p(t)|θ〉 6= 0, ξ˜H,p(t)|θ〉 6= 0. (5.5)
Then it follows that
〈θ|a†H,p(t)aH,k(t)|θ〉
= 〈θ|
{
ξ˜H,p(t) + (1 + np(t)) ξ
†
H,p(t)
}{
ξH,k(t) + nk(t)ξ˜
†
H,k(t)
}
|θ〉
= 〈θ|ξ˜H,p(t)ξH,k(t)|θ〉+ nk(t)〈θ|ξ˜H,p(t)ξ˜†H,k(t)|θ〉, (5.6)
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ᶎ
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Fig. 1. 1-loop thermal self-energy derived three point scalar interaction model
which implies
(2pi)3δ(3)(p− k)(nH,p(t)− np(t)) = 〈θ|ξ˜H,p(t)ξH,k(t)|θ〉. (5.7)
Thus the thermal Bogoliubov parameter is equal to the Heisenberg number distri-
bution at each instant of time under the self-consistency renormalization condition,
〈θ|ξH,p(t)ξ˜H,p(t)|θ〉 = 0. In what follows we apply the self-consistency renormaliza-
tion condition to the self-interacting systems of relativistic scalar field and derive the
quantum Boltzmann equation for the thermal Bogoliubov parameter.
5.1. λφ3 interaction model
First we calculate the time evolution of the thermal Bogoliubov parameter for
a neutral scalar field with a three-point self-interaction. We start from the Hamilto-
nian,
Hˆ = H − H˜, (5.8)
with
H =
∫
d3x
[1
2
{
pia(x)
2 + φa(x)(−∇2x +m2)φa(x)
}
+
λ
3!
φa(x)
3
]
, (5.9)
where φa and pia mean φ
1
a in Eq. (3.15) and pi
1
a in Eq. (3.17), respectively. The fields,
φa and pia, are also equivalent to φ¯
1
a in Eq. (3.16) and p¯i
1
a in Eq. (3.18). The tilde
conjugate Hamiltonian, H˜, is described by the fields, φ˜a and p˜ia, which are equivalent
to φ2a and pi
2
a, respectively. We evaluate the one-loop thermal self-energy by using
the Feynman rules in the thermal doublet notation.22), 25) In the t-representation we
assign the propagator (A.3) to each internal line and
λα = λ
(
1
−1
)
, (5.10)
to each vertex.
At the one-loop level the thermal self-energy is diagrammatically represented in
Fig. 1, and is calculated as
iΣ
γ1γ2
B,1−loop(tz1 , tz2 ;p)
= −1
2
∫
d3k1
(2pi)3
d3k2
(2pi)3
(2pi)3δ(3)(p− k1 + k2)
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× τγ1δ3 λδ{D0(tz1 , tz2 ;k1)τ3}δγ2λγ2{D0(tz2 , tz1 ;k2)τ3}γ2δ
= −λ
2
2
2∑
i1=1
2∑
i2=1
∫
d3k1
(2pi)3
d3k2
(2pi)3
1
4ωk1ωk2
(2pi)3δ(3)(p− k1 + k2)
×
[
θ(tz1 − tz2) ei(Ek1,i1+Ek2,i2 )(tz1−tz2 )
×
(
fk1,i1(tz2)fk2,i2(tz2) −f¯k1,i1(tz2)f¯k2,i2(tz2)
fk1,i1(tz2)fk2,i2(tz2) −f¯k1,i1(tz2)f¯k2,i2(tz2)
)
+θ(tz2 − tz1) e−i(Ek1,i1+Ek2,i2 )(tz1−tz2 )
×
(
fk1,i1(tz1)fk2,i2(tz1) −fk1,i1(tz1)fk2,i2(tz1)
f¯k1,i1(tz1)f¯k2,i2(tz1) −f¯k1,i1(tz1)f¯k2,i2(tz1)
)]
, (5.11)
where
Eq,1 = ωq, Eq,2 = −ωq, (5.12)
fq,1(t) = nq(t), fq,2(t) = 1 + nq(t), (5.13)
f¯q,1(t) = 1 + nq(t), f¯q,2(t) = nq(t). (5.14)
Thus the off-diagonal elements, (4.22) and (4.25), are given by
lim
tx→ty
∫
dtz1dtz2δΣB,1(tx, tz1 , tz2 , ty;p)
= lim
tx→ty
∫
dtz1dtz2δΣB,4(tx, tz1 , tz2 , ty;p)
=
∫ tx
−∞
dts
1
2ωp
2∑
i1=1
2∑
i2=1
λ2
2
∫
d3k1
(2pi)3
d3k2
(2pi)3
1
4ωpωk1ωk2
(2pi)3δ(3)(p− k1 + k2)
×sin{(ωp + Ek1,i1 + Ek2,i2)(tx − ts)}
ωp + Ek1,i1 + Ek2,i2
×
{
np(ts)fk1,i1(ts)fk2,i2(ts)− (1 + np(ts))f¯k1,i1(ts)f¯k2,i2(ts)
}
, (5.15)
at the equal time limit. When the Bose distribution function is assumed for np(t),
Eq. (5.15) vanishes. It shows that the Bose distribution is a stationary solution for
Eq. (4.28).
Inserting Eq. (5.15) into Eq. (4.28), we obtain the time evolution equation for
the thermal Bogoliubov parameter,
n˙p(tx) = −λ
2
2
2∑
i1=1
2∑
i2=1
∫ tx
−∞
dts
∫
d3k1
(2pi)3
d3k2
(2pi)3
1
4ωpωk1ωk2
× cos{(ωp + Ek1,i1 + Ek2,i2)(tx − ts)}(2pi)3δ(3)(p− k1 + k2)
×
{
np(ts)fk1,i1(ts)fk2,i2(ts)− (1 + np(ts))f¯k1,i1(ts)f¯k2,i2(ts)
}
. (5.16)
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The third line of this equation has the same statistical structure as the quantum
Boltzmann equation. Off-shell contribution is included through the second line of
Eq. (5.16).
At the limit, tx →∞, the second line of Eq. (5.15) reduces to the delta function
which guarantees the energy conservation. Then the collision term of the quantum
Boltzmann equation is derived from Eq. (5.15). It shows that time evolution for the
thermal Bogoliubov parameter is described by the quantum Boltzmann equation at
the limit.
5.2. λφ4 interaction model
Next we consider a neutral scalar field with a four-point self-interaction. The
model is defined by the Hamiltonian,
Hˆ = H − H˜, (5.17)
with
H =
∫
d3x
[1
2
{
pia(x)
2 + φa(x)(−∇2x +m2)φa(x)
}
+
λ
4!
φa(x)
4
]
. (5.18)
The numerical factor in the interaction term provides the same assignment to each
vertex as in the previous model.
We calculate the thermal self-energy in this model. Since there is no momentum
transfer from the external to the internal lines, the self-energy has a diagonal form
at the one-loop level. Thus the self-consistency renormalization condition is satisfied
for n˙p(t) = 0 at one-loop level. The time evolution of the thermal Bogoliubov
parameter is induced from the two-loop self-energy illustrated in Fig. 2. We compute
the diagram and obtain
iΣ
γ1γ2
B,2−loop(tz1 , tz2 ;p)
= − 1
3!
∫
d3k1
(2pi)3
d3k2
(2pi)3
d3k3
(2pi)3
(2pi)3δ(3)(p− k1 − k2 − k3)
×τγ1δ3 λδ{D0(tz1 , tz2 ;k1)τ3}δγ2{D0(tz1 , tz2 ;k2)τ3}δγ2{D0(tz1 , tz2 ;k3)τ3}δγ2λγ2
= −λ
2
3!
2∑
i1=1
2∑
i2=1
2∑
i3=1
∫
d3k1
(2pi)3
d3k2
(2pi)3
d3k3
(2pi)3
1
8ωk1ωk2ωk3
(2pi)3δ(3)(p− k1 − k2 − k3)
ᶉ3
ᶉ2
ᶉ1
ᶎ ᶎ
Fig. 2. 2-loop thermal self-energy in λφ4 interaction model
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×
[
θ(tz1 − tz2)ei(Ek1,i1+Ek2,i2+Ek3,i3 )(tz1−tz2)
×
(
fk1,i1(tz2)fk2,i2(tz2)fk3,i3(tz2) −f¯k1,i1(tz2)f¯k2,i2(tz2)f¯k3,i3(tz2)
fk1,i1(tz2)fk2,i2(tz2)fk3,i3(tz2) −f¯k1,i1(tz2)f¯k2,i2(tz2)f¯k3,i3(tz2)
)
+θ(tz2 − tz1)e−i(Ek1,i1+Ek2,i2+Ek3,i3 )(tz1−tz2 )
×
(
fk1,i1(tz1)fk2,i2(tz1)fk3,i3(tz1) −fk1,i1(tz1)fk2,i2(tz1)fk3,i3(tz1)
f¯k1,i1(tz1)f¯k2,i2(tz1)f¯k3,i3(tz1) −f¯k1,i1(tz1)f¯k2,i2(tz1)f¯k3,i3(tz1)
)]
. (5.19)
The off-diagonal elements, (4.22) and (4.25), are given by
lim
tx→ty
∫
dtz1dtz2δΣB,1(tx, tz1 , tz2 , ty;p)
= lim
tx→ty
∫
dtz1dtz2δΣB,4(tx, tz1 , tz2 , ty;p)
=
∫ tx
−∞
dts
1
2ωp
λ2
3!
2∑
i1=1
2∑
i2=1
2∑
i3=1
∫
d3k1
(2pi)3
d3k2
(2pi)3
d3k3
(2pi)3
1
8ωpωk1ωk2ωk3
×sin
{
(ωp + Ek1,i1 + Ek2,i2 + Ek3,i3)(tx − ts)
}
ωp + Ek1,i1 + Ek2,i2 + Ek3,i3
(2pi)3δ(3)(p− k1 − k2 − k3)
×
[
np(ts)fk1,i1(ts)fk2,i2(ts)fk3,i3(ts)− (1 + np(ts))f¯k1,i1(ts)f¯k2,i2(ts)f¯k3,i3(ts)
]
,
(5.20)
at the equal time limit. Substituting Eq. (5.20) to Eq. (4.28), we obtain the time
evolution equation for the thermal Bogoliubov parameter,
n˙p(tx) = (−1)λ
2
3!
2∑
i1=1
2∑
i2=1
2∑
i3=1
∫ tx
−∞
dts
∫
d3k1
(2pi)3
d3k2
(2pi)3
d3k3
(2pi)3
1
8ωpωk1ωk2ωk3
×cos{(ωp + Ek1,i1 + Ek2,i2 + Ek3,i3)(tx − ts)}(2pi)3δ(3)(p − k1 − k2 − k3)
×
[
np(ts)fk1,i1(ts)fk2,i2(ts)fk3,i3(ts)− (1 + np(ts))f¯k1,i1(ts)f¯k2,i2(ts)f¯k3,i3(ts)
]
.
(5.21)
This equation has the same statistical structure as the quantum Boltzmann equation
for the λφ4 interaction model. It should be noticed that a coefficient of the right-hand
side in Eq. (5.21) is twice of the one obtained in Ref. 26). As is shown in Appendix
B, Eq. (5.21) coincides with the quantum transport equation in the non-relativistic
regime.19)
§6. Conclusion
We have investigated a relativistic neutral scalar field in NETFD. Thermal de-
gree of freedom is introduced through the time dependent Bogoliubov transforma-
tion. Then the thermal counter term has to be introduced for a consistent descrip-
tion of both a(t) and ξ(t) under the transformation, and is a part of the interaction
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Hamiltonian. We adopt the perturbative expansion, and calculate the full propaga-
tor in the canonical formalism. The Bogoliubov matrix structure of the propagator
is crucial.
Applying the self-consistency renormalization condition24) to a relativistic neu-
tral scalar field, we have derived the time evolution equation for the thermal Bogoli-
ubov parameter which is considered to be the particle number density. It has been
shown that the equation reduces to the quantum Boltzmann equation in φ3 and φ4
interaction models.
In this paper we impose the Lorentz covariance for the neutral scalar field and
decompose it in terms of the creation and annihilation operators, ξ and ξ†. It is
not always possible to do so in a general situation of non-equilibrium system. Some
modification would be necessary to apply the procedure to a field with a time-
dependent screening mass, for example.
There are some remaining problems. There is no counter term for the second
and third lines in Eq. (4.14). These terms may have a nontrivial contribution to
the time evolution equation at higher order.@ In the present paper we have assumed
spatial homogeneity. The space-time dependence is also important to study some
relativistic systems. Some works to extend NETFD to spatially inhomogeneous
systems have been attempted for non-relativistic field. An essence of such extension
is to expand the field operator not by a complete set of plane wave functions, but
by a complete set mixing momentum for diffusion process15), 16) or by a complete set
of wave functions under trapping potential for cold atomic system,19), 20) while the
equal-time commutation relations are preserved. We can formulate inhomogeneous
TFD for relativistic fields in similar ways. We are also interested in applying the
procedure to a relativistic Dirac field and an inhomogeneous system. We hope to
solve these problems and report the result in future.
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Appendix A
Propagator for a free neutral scalar field
In TFD the Feynman propagator for a free neutral scalar field is given by the
expectation value of the time ordered product of two scalar fields. It has the 2 × 2
matrix form in the thermal doublet notation,4)
D
αβ
0 (tx, ty,x− y) ≡ 〈θ|T [φαa (x)φ¯βa(y)]|θ〉, (A.1)
where the neutral scalar fields, φa and φ¯a, are decomposed into the positive and
negative frequency parts by Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16). The thermal Bogoliubov trans-
formation is applied, then the propagator (A.1) reads
D
αβ
0 (tx, ty,x− y)
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= θ(tx − ty)
[
B−1(n|∇x|(tx))
αγ1〈θ|φγ1ξ,+(x)φ¯γ2ξ,−(y)|θ〉B(n|←−∇y |(ty))
γ2β
+ {τ3B(n|∇x|(tx))T }αγ1〈θ|φγ1ξ,−(x)φ¯γ2ξ,+(y)|θ〉{τ3B−1(n|←−∇y|(ty))
T }γ2β
]
+ θ(ty − tx)
[
B−1(n|∇x|(tx))
αγ1〈θ|φ¯γ2ξ,−(y)φγ1ξ,+(x)|θ〉B(n|←−∇y|(ty))
γ2β
+ {τ3B(n|∇x|(tx))T }αγ1〈θ|φ¯γ2ξ,+(y)φγ1ξ,−(y)|θ〉{τ3B−1(n|←−∇y|(ty))
T }γ2β
]
, (A.2)
where the fields, φξ,± and φ¯ξ,±, are defined in Eq. (4.13).
Due to the definition of the thermal vacuum (2.16) and (2.17) the thermal prop-
agator, Dαβ0 , reduces to
D
αβ
0 (tx, ty,x− y) =
[
B−1(n|∇x|(tx))
αγ1D
γ1γ2
0,R (x− y)B(n|←−∇y|(ty))
γ2β
+{τ3B(n|∇x|(tx))T }αγ1Dγ1γ20,A (x− y){B−1(n|←−∇y|(ty))
T τ3}γ2β
]
, (A.3)
where Dγ1γ20,R (x − y) and Dγ1γ20,A (x − y) represent retarded and advanced parts of the
propagator, respectively,
D110,R(x− y) =
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
θ(tx − ty) 1
2ωp
e−ip·(x−y), (A.4)
D220,R(x− y) = −
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
θ(ty − tx) 1
2ωp
e−ip·(x−y), (A.5)
D110,A(x− y) =
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
θ(ty − tx) 1
2ωp
eip·(x−y), (A.6)
D220,A(x− y) = −
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
θ(tx − ty) 1
2ωp
eip·(x−y), (A.7)
other components = 0.
Thus we reproduce the result obtained in Refs. 4) and 22). The thermal propagator
(A.3) has the same form as the one in an equilibrium system. The time dependence
is introduced through the thermal Bogoliubov transformation.
Appendix B
Non-relativistic limit of the Boltzmann equation
Here we take the non-relativistic limit of the time evolution equation for the λφ4
interaction model (5.21) and compare it with the transport equation for the cold
atom system.
The cold atom system is described by the Hamiltonian,
H =
∫
d3x
[
−ψ†(x)∇
2
x
2m
ψ(x) +
g
2
ψ†(x)ψ†(x)ψ(x)ψ(x)
]
, (B.1)
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where ψ represents a non-relativistic scalar field,
ψ(x) =
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
ap(tx)e
ip·x. (B.2)
The quantum transport equation for this system is given by19)
n˙p(t) = 4g
2Re
∫ t
−∞
ds
∫
d3p1
(2pi)3
d3p2
(2pi)3
d3p3
(2pi)3
×(2pi)3δ(3)(p1 + p2 − p3 − p)e−i(εp1+εp2−εp3−εp)(t−s)
×
{
np1(s)np2(s)(1 + np3(s))(1 + np(s))− (1 + np1(s))(1 + np2(s))np3(s)np(s)
}
,
(B.3)
where εp is the kinetic energy for the non-relativistic field,
εp =
p2
2m
. (B.4)
At the non-relativistic limit, |p| ≪ m, the energy eigenvalue ωp reduces to
ωp ≈ m+ εp. (B.5)
We restrict the momentum for the scalar field in −pǫ ≤ pi ≤ pǫ with a cut-off
parameter, 0 < pǫ ≪ m. Thus the relativistic scalar field, φa, is decomposed to be
φa(x) ≈
∫ pǫ
−pǫ
d3p
(2pi)3
1√
2m
{
ap(tx)e
ip·x + a†p(tx)e
−ip·x}
= φa,+(x) + φa,−(x), (B.6)
where φa,+ and φa,− indicate the positive and negative frequency parts.
The interaction for the cold atom system (B.1) can be identified with the inter-
action, φa,+φa,+φa,−φa,−. There are six corresponding terms in the interaction, λφ
4
a.
Thus we obtain the following correspondence between the interaction terms for the
cold atom system and the λφ4a model in the non-relativistic regime,
g
2
ψ†(x)ψ†(x)ψ(x)ψ(x) = 6
λ
4!
φa,+(x)φa,+(x)φa,−(x)φa,−(x), (B.7)
We find that there is a correspondence if we make a replacement
λ↔ 8m2g. (B.8)
Since the transport equation (B.3) comes from the two-body scattering, we pick up
terms which represent the two-body scattering in Eq. (5.21). Hence Eq. (5.21) is
rewritten as
n˙p(tx) =
λ2
2
∫ tx
−∞
dts
∫
d3k1
(2pi)3
d3k2
(2pi)3
d3k3
(2pi)3
1
8ωpωk1ωk2ωk3
×cos{(ωp + ωk1 − ωk2 − ωk3)(tx − ts)}(2pi)3δ(3)(p− k1 − k2 − k3)
×
[
np(ts)nk1(ts)(1 + nk2(ts))(1 + nk3(ts))− (1 + np(ts))(1 + nk1(ts))nk2(ts)nk3(ts)
]
.
(B.9)
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Substituting (B.5) and (B.8) into Eq. (B.9) we obtain the quantum Boltzmann equa-
tion in the non-relativistic regime,
n˙p(tx) = 4g
2
∫ tx
−∞
dts
∫
d3k1
(2pi)3
d3k2
(2pi)3
d3k3
(2pi)3
×cos{(εp + εk1 − εk2 − εk3)(tx − ts)}(2pi)3δ(3)(p− k1 − k2 − k3)
×
[
np(ts)nk1(ts)(1 + nk2(ts))(1 + nk3(ts))− (1 + np(ts))(1 + nk1(ts))nk2(ts)nk3(ts)
]
.
(B.10)
In homogeneous system the quantum Boltzmann equation (B.10) and Eq. (B.3)
become identical. Therefore the time evolution equation (5.21) is consistent with
the quantum transport equation (B.3).
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